Planetary Symbolism and the Language of Archetypes

Spiral Solar System & DNA
The movements of the planets spiralling through time resonates with the DNA molecule and they exchange information. Applied to the chart, each house is a stage of life, symbolically and actually.
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Astro-Reincarnation

Each planet in our chart is an incarnation of the qualities of the planet, aspects show consonant incarnations through time, and the flow of history shows where our interests lie in the past, and which we call on in the present of our lives through travel, knowledge of history, aesthetic tastes, literature and our religion and belief systems.

The progression of astrological signs develop through history. Aries is the first and oldest, being nomadic cave people, then agriculture in Taurus, language in Gemini, cities in Cancer, Civilization in Leo, Classical Era in Virgo, Middle Ages in Libra, Dark Ages in Scorpio, Renaissance in Sagittarius, Materialism in Capricorn, Science in Aquarius, Dissolution of World Wars in Pisces. Where you have planets show previous incarnations, determined by which planet at which time.

The early signs Aries—Cancer are early history embraced by myth; first kings and emperors and civilization from Leo—Scorpio into Egypt, China, Greece, Rome, Monotheism, the Crusades; then voyages of discovery, the New World, science, industrialism up through the world wars.

This Astro-Reincarnation Report is available through tarot.com. See www.atmann.net/reports.htm